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Abstract: Performance of two new integer programming based heuristics together with some special 

purpose algorithms for project scheduling are tested from a computational point of view. The objective of 
the study is to compare the quality of solutions obtained by using these algorithms and reach conclusions 

about their relative merits on this specific problem. 
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1. Introduction

The resource constrained project scheduling problem is an important and challenging problem for
both practitioners and mathematicians. It is important because it has a wide variety of application areas 

such as design of production facilities, installation of computer systems, large scale construction projects, 
scheduling of radio and television broadcasts, new product development, etc. It is challenging because it 

is an NP-complete problem [16]. 
The basic problem is to schedule the activities of a project so that none of the resource constraints, 

nor any of the predecence relationships, is violated, with the objective of minimizing the total completion 
time. Holloway et al. [12] provide a classification of resource constrained project scheduling problems 
using the number of resource types, resource availabilities and resource requirements. The specific 

problem in this study is the multiple resource constrained, single project scheduling problem which falls 
into the category of type n/n/n, according to Holloway's [12] notation, in which the n's stand for 
multiple resource types, multiple units of resources, and multiple number of resource types required by 
an activity, respectively. It is assumed that an activity cannot be interrupted once begun (non-preemptive 
case). Further, both the resource availabilities and the resource consumption are assumed to be 
stationary, that is, they remain constant throughout the project duration. The 0-1 formulation of the 
problem, modified from Pritsker et al. [23], is given in Section 3.1. 

Our intention is to give a computational comparison of two new heuristics with some existing ones. 
Since the new ones are integer programming based, the choice of special purpose heuristic algorithms for 
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